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Structural Definition of Affixes from Multisyllable Words 

by Lois L. Earl,* Lockheed Missiles and Space Company, Palo Alto, California 

In a recent paper by H. L. Resnikoff and J. L. Dolby, "The Nature of 
Affixing in Written English," an algorithm for the structural definition of 
affixes was developed and applied to data consisting of all the words of 
the form CVCVC in the Shorter Oxford Dictionary. Fourteen strong 
prefixes and twelve strong suffixes and seven weak prefixes and forty weak 
suffixes were defined, but it was noted that all the affixes could not be ex- 
pected to show up in two-vowel-string words. This paper summarizes the 
results of applying a modified form of the operational definition to data 
consisting of all the four-, five-, six-, and seven-vowel-string words in 
Webster's Third New International Dictionary. Thirteen additional weak 
suffixes, nineteen weak prefixes, seventeen strong prefixes, one strong suf- 
fix, and twelve possible suffix-compounding elements were found. 

In this paper, as in the preceding one,1 the aim is to 
define affixes from structural criteria alone. The prob- 
lem of when an affix sequence is genuinely acting as an 
affix (as re may be considered a prefix in react but not 
in read) will not be considered, though the categoriza- 
tion into strong and weak affixes is intended to antici- 
pate this problem. The validity of the defined affixes 
will be indicated only by comparison with existent af- 
fix lists. A more utilitarian evaluation of their validity 
can be made after the syntactic and phonetic implica- 
tions of the defined affixes have been investigated. 

The definitions for affixes given in this paper are es- 
sentially unchanged but are extended to include both 
one- and two-syllable affixes. The data set to which 
these definitions are applied is the four-, five-, six-, and 
seven-vowel-string words, a set of about 11,250 words. 
From this set the one-vowel-string affixes that did not 
occur in the two-vowel-string data set (used in refer- 
ence one) will be defined, along with the two-vowel- 
string affixes that could not have occurred in the two- 
vowel-string data. 

The extended definition for strong prefixes can be 
summarized as follows (consonant strings referred to 
in the definition are given in Table 1): Given a word of 
the form C1V1C2V2C3V3 . . ., if either C2 or C3 is an in- 
admissible consonant string, there is a mandatory syl- 
labic break within the string, and everything preceding 
that break is defined as a “prefix possibility.” A prefix 
possibility is defined as a “prefix probability” if in the 
data there are at least four words with the same prefix 
possibility arising from the same consonant string. A 
prefix probability becomes a “strong prefix” if  the same 
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prefix probability arises from two or more inadmissible 
consonant strings. The definition for strong suffixes is 
analogous, proceeding from the other end of the word. 
Thus, given a word of the form . . . V3C3V2C2V1C1, if 
either C2 or C3 is an inadmissible string, there is a 
mandatory syllabic break within the string, and every- 
thing following that break is defined as a “suffix possi- 
bility.” Then the definition for suffix probability and 
for  strong  suffix  is  the  same  as for prefixes above, in 
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which the word suffix can be substituted for the word 
prefix wherever it occurs. The consonant string C1 may 
be blank in either case. The criterion of four or more 
words in establishing an affix probability and of two or 
more consonant strings in defining an affix from a prob- 
ability was established by Dolby and Resnikoff. This 
criterion was established heuristically and has been re- 
tained here not only for the sake of consistency but also 
because it was proven effective. 

The definition for weak affixes has also been extended 
to include two-syllable affixes. Weak affixes are so class- 
ified because their definition is based on a probable 
syllabic break rather than on a mandatory one. Because 
such probable breaks are not interior to a consonant 
string, weak prefixes end with a vowel and weak suf- 
fixes begin with one. For prefixes, given a word of the 
form C1V1C2V2C3V3 . . ., if either C2 or C3 is an admis- 
sible initial string but not an admissible final string, 
everything preceding that consonant string is a prefix 
possibility. For suffixes, given a word of the form . . . 
V3C3V2C2V1C1, if either C2 or C3 is an admissible final 
string but not an admissible initial string, everything 
following that consonant string is a suffix possibility. 
The criterion by which an affix possibility becomes an 
affix is the same as for strong affixes. Note that these 
definitions exclude admissible final strings from C2 or 
C3 for prefixes, and admissible initial strings from C2 
or C3 for suffixes, in order to increase the reliability of 
the definition by reducing the probability of postulating 
a break before (for prefixes) or after (for suffixes) C2 
or C3 where it does not exist. Consider the prefix case 
first. If C2 or C3 is an admissible initial string, and also 
an admissible ending string, the syllabic break could 
be logically either before or after the string. The string 
CH is such a string, as the following words illustrate: 

enrich/ment                                                               ta/chometer 
poach/er                                                                      re/christen 

By eliminating such doubtful strings we should in- 
crease somewhat the reliability of the definition of our 
prefix possibilities, but we do not completely eliminate 
chance for error, because even with initial strings not 
also final strings, a break may occur internal to a multi- 
letter string or after a single-letter string. The strings 
BR and GR are such multiletter strings, as the follow- 
ing words illustrate: 

sub/routine  ag/riculture 
re/broadcast  de/gree 

The chances of this happening in two multiletter 
strings with the same prefix possibility is judged small 
enough to be discounted, since we are here simply de- 
fining prefix sequences. The chances of error due to a 
break after a single letter seems greater, as with the 
letter S: 

re/sidual 
res/ident 

However, since there are only three single consonants 
that are beginning but not ending strings (J, S, V), 
and since again it takes two consonant strings to cause 
a sequence to be defined as an affix, this problem too 
can be discounted. 

It is suspected that the situation for suffixes is more 
difficult in that the set of terminal consonant strings 
left after removing initial strings has more members 
that show a tendency to break internally. For example, 
breaks in the following strings are common: 

c/t as in lac/tate m/b as in am/bition 
r/t as in fer/tile m/p as in am/pere 
p/t as in ap/titude r/l as in pur/loin 
r/b as in ar/bor n/d as in ban/dit 

and so on. Therefore, more difficulty in determining 
when a defined weak suffix is actually acting as a suf- 
fix in a given word could reasonably be anticipated. It 
would be interesting to subject each of the weak suf- 
fixes to a qualifying test, namely, that in the two-sylla- 
ble data set there not be two sets of illegal strings 
preceding the suffix, where each set had at least four 
members. When this test was applied to the five suf- 
fixes a, age, ah, ent, and ock, two of the suffixes, a and 
ock, failed the test. But both a and ock obviously some- 
times act as suffixes (they are both listed in the diction- 
aries as such), so it is unwise to eliminate them at this 
point in the research. What is indicated, perhaps, is the 
structural classification of the weak suffixes by degree 
of weakness as a means of approaching the suffix-in- 
context problem. 

Table 2, which reviews the prefixes and suffixes de- 
fined by Resnikoff and Dolby, uses the two-vowel-string 
words as the data set. Table 3 shows the new suffixes 
defined using four-, five-, six-, and seven-vowel-string 
words, with the preceding letter strings and occurrence 
counts that established them as suffixes. Surprisingly, 
there  is  only  one  that  can  be  considered a strong suf- 
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fix, and that actually turned up as the weak suffix ation. 
Since all of the preceding letter strings turned out to 
be of the form Ct (where C = c, l, n, or r), and since 
phonetic breaks were consistently before the t (as in 
plantation), it seemed reasonable to consider tation a 
strong suffix. Of the thirteen newly defined suffixes, 
able, ial, ate, ist, ism, y, ous, ian, ium, ia, and ide are 
all commonly recognized as such, while only tation or 
ation and is are not. 

It was expected that more than one two-vowel-string 
suffix would be obtained. Instead, a number of se- 
quences were observed that appear to act as inner suf- 
fixes, or suffix-compounding elements, which occur fre- 
quently in combination with one-syllable suffixes. Thus, 
the sequence tic is frequently encountered followed by 
al, ize, or ide to  form tical, ticism, ticize, or ticide,  as in 

elliptical, asepticism, didacticism, ascepticize, romanti- 
cize, and infanticide. Such interior sequences that meet 
the occurrence criteria set up for suffixes are listed in 
Table 4. It is expected that these sequences will have 
little syntactic meaning but may be helpful in word- 
hyphenation techniques. 

Table 5 shows the prefixes defined using four-, five-, 
six-, and seven-vowel-string words, with the following 
letter strings and occurrence counts that established 
them as prefixes. The three newly defined strong two- 
syllable prefixes circum, inter, and hyper, are well 
known. Three other common prefixes, over, under, and 
super, were encountered with a good many letter strings 
but always failed to meet the requirement of more than 
three occurrences with a given letter string. 

Of the strong one-syllable prefixes defined, ab, at, 
ap, com, an, em, im, and ec are recognized by diction- 
aries, while vul is not. Of the weak two-syllable pre- 
fixes,  auto,  demo,  iso,  photo,  epi,  and  tele  are com- 
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monly recognized, but ana, apo, deni, and irre are not. 
(Irre is no doubt a combination of the recognized pre- 
fixes i and re.) None of the one-syllable weak prefixes 
(au, ca, hy, ma, mi, lu, pro, sa, su, vi) is familiar as a 
meaningful  prefix  except for pro.   Therefore,  the  next 

step, in which the part of speech implications of the 
structurally defined affixes is investigated, will be es- 
pecially interesting for this group. It is, in fact, in the 
next steps, in which the various applications and im- 
plications of the structurally defined affixes are investi- 
gated, that the utility, and therefore the validity, of 
these structural definitions will be tested. 
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